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For the purposes of this hackathon, a social media network analysis tool is a program
that performs – or makes it easier to perform – one or more of the following steps in a
social media network analysis workflow:

1. Collecting data
2. Extracting a set of nodes and edges from the data
3. Analysing the network
4. Visualising the network

One example of the above social network analysis workflow is:
1. Using Tweepy (Python Twitter API wrapper) to get a list of follower/following accounts for

many Twitter accounts
2. Processing the data to create a set of nodes and edges, where the nodes are Twitter

accounts and an edge between two nodes indicates that one of the two users follows the
other

3. Computing various centrality measures (e.g. betweenness centrality) to determine key
nodes in the network

4. Using Gephi to layout the network
5. Exporting the Gephi network layout as an image or an interactive visualisation

See this blog post for an example of a similar workflow.

Many steps in this workflow typically require specialised scripts and data conversion routines,
making them difficult for less technically skilled researchers. Similarly, programs such as Gephi
are useful for analysing and laying out networks, but it’s common to see network visualisations
that aren’t particularly informative, for example, a low quality image, overlapping text, or a
“hairball” network.

In essence, the goal of this hackathon is to develop a social media network analysis tool that
can be used by less technically skilled researchers. A tool can take many forms, including

- Executable script
- Command-line interface
- Graphical user interface

Some examples of tool ideas are:
- A tool that extracts network data from an interesting or not widely-studied source, for

example a XenForo or phpBB forum, or recommendations from a video sharing platform

https://www.tweepy.org/
https://lucahammer.com/2016/09/04/analyzing-205-718-verified-twitter-users/
https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/aKPSrJOhY9am3rSL0o1P36gBE31Rp61i7sAVrcTXHQiOKyfd989JCdN7LIuUevIHDpJBmdrMCovu6UB78aFAjYEqnLvhIE4OEDgfVifU_UIhgZkWb2I5gKNXqcQvT59gOdtXt-fI
https://flowingdata.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/revere-network-reduced1-620x574.png
https://cambridge-intelligence.com/how-to-fix-hairballs/


- A tool that reads a tabular data file and aggregates specific columns into a list of nodes
and edges

- A tool that reads a Gephi-exported GEXF file and generates an interactive network
visualisation using a library such as d3, Sigma.js or HoloViews

- A tool that allows a user to make a network less hairball-like, for example filtering out
edges with low weights and/or nodes with few neighbors

These are just a few examples and should by no means constrain other suggestions – in fact,
we welcome broader, imaginative proposals.

If you don’t have a specific idea for a tool to develop during the hackathon, we recommend
working on a tool that reads a Gephi-exported GEXF file and generates an interactive network
visualisation using a library such as d3, Sigma.js or HoloViews. See the following list of GEXF
example files for inputs for this tool idea.

https://observablehq.com/collection/@d3/d3-force
https://www.sigmajs.org/
https://holoviews.org/reference/elements/bokeh/Graph.html
https://observablehq.com/collection/@d3/d3-force
https://www.sigmajs.org/
https://holoviews.org/reference/elements/bokeh/Graph.html
https://github.com/gephi/gephi/wiki/Datasets

